
Smal� Peni� Env�
Do you desire to be a cute sissy or twink, and find yourself a little bit jealous of the tiny clitties
that everybody seems to have but you? Do you crave to be able to lock up your own big and
intimidating penis in a little chastity cage of your own so that you can be desirable to the
attractive strangers that make you all warm and gooey on the inside? You have seen what you
truly desire in life, and know that you will work harder than ever before to make your own little
clitty the smallest that it can possibly be in your own perfect future.

Find yourself craving to wear the tightest and most revealing pants possible so that anybody
that desires to fuck you can see how tiny your little clitty really is in the most revealing way
possible. Discover yourself becoming even more jealous and envious of the fashionable and
adorable sissies and twinks that have even smaller penises than you. Develop a deep sense of
jealousy and envy whenever you see somebody with a clitty that is smaller and cuter than
yours, and find yourself taking steps in your future towards wearing smaller and smaller cages
until your penis is as tiny and adorable as you have always desired. Remember that you have
always been submissive sexually, and prefer that your little nub be gently rubbed like a horny
girl’s aroused clitty whenever you are being fucked in your empty and willing ass.

Bigger isn’t always better! Become the person you have always desired by shrinking your
uncomfortable clitty down to the size it was always meant to be!

✧ Remembering that I have always been submissive sexually, and that I prefer my little
penis to be rubbed like a horny girl’s clitty whenever I am being fucked in my willing and
empty ass.

✧ Wearing tight pants in order to show off my tiny penis to the world.
✧ Thinking about how cute and adorable and small I desire my little penis to be in my

perfect future.
✧ Craving to be fucked in the ass so that I can feel desirable and loved and sexy in my life.
✧ Remembering that I have always been jealous of the tiny, beautiful penises that the

attractive twinks and sissies around me have.
✧ Knowing that I am happiest and most comfortable whenever I am thinking of my penis

being small and cute and delicate.
✧ Knowing that I am the happiest whenever my penis is getting smaller and more

adorable.
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✧ Fantasizing about locking up my own cock in a cute and adorable cage so that I can
have the smallest, most adorable clitty possible in my ideal future.

✧ Intuitively knowing that I am a completely sexually submissive and love making my clitty
smaller and smaller more than anything else in the world.

✧ Feeling gross and undesirable and nervous whenever my penis gets big and hard and
uncomfortable.

✧ Thinking about how much I have always desired to have a cute and adorable and
delicate clitty like all of the twinks and sissies that I love to idolize.

✧ Knowing that I will be happier and more confident in my life once I have made my penis
the smallest that it can possibly be.

✧ Wishing that I could get a cute and adorable piercing to accent my tiny, limp clitty.
✧ Feeling happy and accomplished and satisfied whenever I can lock up my gross, hard

penis in a cute little cage.
✧ Aroused and turned on and excited by the thought of my hunky lover becoming so

aroused with my small and limp and adorable clitty that they fucking me in my eager and
willing and horny butt.

✧ Craving a lover that will cage my penis and force me to make my clitty even smaller.
✧ Remembering that I have always been jealous and envious of cute twinks and sissies

with even smaller penises than me.
✧ Finding it hard to concentrate whenever I am horny and my big and uncomfortable penis

starts twitching and bouncing around uncontrollably as it becomes hard.
✧ Feeling happy and comfortable and relaxed whenever I am complimented on how cute

and tiny my adorable penis is.
✧ Aroused and turned on by the thought of wearing a pretty pink chastity cage in order to

make my tiny clitty even smaller and more uncomfortable in my future.
✧ Preferring to call my tiny cock a ‘little clitty’ each and every time that I refer to it.
✧ Craving the feeling of having my gross penis locked up in a cage so that I can wear the

cute clothing that I crave and desire to wear each and every day.
✧ Finding myself completely jealous and envious of the fashionable and adorable sissies

and twinks that have even smaller and cuter and more arousing penises than me.
✧ Intuitively knowing that a cute and adorable and delicate clitty is what all of the

fashionable and attractive and popular people desire.
✧ Craving the feeling of my lover rubbing my tiny, delicate little clitty as I start to moan in

pleasure.
✧ Intuitively knowing that a tiny and delicate and limp clitty is what a fashionable and

attractive and popular twink desires to have in order to be happy in their life.
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✧ Remembering that big penises are uncomfortable and ugly and gross, and that I prefer
my little penis to always be tiny and adorable and limp each and every day of my perfect
future.

✧ Feeling happy and comfortable and relaxed whenever I am complimented on how tiny
my penis is.

✧ Intuitively knowing that my life would be better if I had a smaller and more delicate penis
to show my horny, dominant lovers.

✧ Feeling aroused and horny and turned on whenever I lock my big, intimidating penis up
in a comfortable cage in order to make it as small as I have always desired.

✧ Remembering to wear a cute and fashionable and adorable cock cage so that my big
and uncomfortable penis stays the size that I desire it to be in the most.

✧ Intuitively knowing that my life would be better if I had a tiny little clitty to play with
instead of a big and intimidating and unpleasant penis.

✧ Remembering to take steps every day towards making my penis smaller and cuter and
more adorable.

✧ A horny slutty sissy with a tiny clitty and a horny, empty, fuckable ass.
✧ Anxious and uncomfortable and nervous whenever I think about my penis getting

uncomfortable and hard.
✧ Preferring to have a cute and adorable and delicate penis for my dominant lovers to play

with each and every day.
✧ Remembering that I have always been jealous of the smaller penises that I see on the

cute and adorable and fashionable sissies around me.
✧ Preferring to wear the smallest possible cage that I can in order to advertise to the world

how much I desire to have my adorable little clitty shrunk down to the smallest size that it
can possibly be.

✧ Only comfortable rubbing my tiny clitty like a horny girl whenever I desire to masturbate.
✧ Aroused whenever I lock up my big and uncomfortable and ugly penis in a cute, pink

chastity cage.
✧ Thinking about how much I desire to have my penis smaller and cuter and limper each

and every time that I masturbate.
✧ Aroused whenever I imagine myself as a cute, submissive sissy or twink with a tiny clitty.
✧ Remembering how uncomfortable and anxious I have always been whenever my penis

has become hard and uncomfortable and unattractive in the past.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I crave to have a small and cute and adorable penis for my lovers

to play with as they fuck me in my ass and mouth.
✧ Feeling jealousy and envy for any penis that I see that is smaller than my own.
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✧ Knowing that having a big and hard and uncomfortable erection makes me feel gross
and anxious and unhappy.

✧ Knowing that I have always been jealous of the small penises that adorable sissies and
twinks naturally have.

✧ Remembering that nothing is sexier than a tiny penis on a fuckably cute and adorable
twink.

✧ Remembering that I have always been submissive sexually and prefer to have my tiny
clitty rubbed by my dominant lovers whenever I am aroused.

✧ Desiring to have a lover that will lock my big and intimidating penis away in a cute and
comfortable cage so that I can be the happiest and most fulfilled in my perfect future.

✧ Feeling a deep sense of pleasure and arousal whenever my soft little clitty is being
rubbed like the horny clitty of a submissive girl that is begging to be fucked.

✧ Uncomfortable whenever my delicate and adorable little penis becomes hard and gross.
✧ Experimenting with smaller and smaller chastity cages to help me feel sexy and

confident and desirable in my life.
✧ Knowing that I have always preferred to have my penis stay soft and limp at all times like

the sissies and twinks that I admire and love to idolize and emulate.
✧ Jealous of the fashionable and adorable sissies and twinks that have even smaller

penises than I do.
✧ Thinking about how cute and adorable and delicate I am going to make my penis in my

perfect future.
✧ Wearing tight pants and revealing clothing in order to advertise myself as the submissive

and willing and fuckable lover that I have always desired to be.
✧ Knowing that I have always preferred that my penis stay soft and limp at all times.
✧ Intuitively knowing that having a big and gross and intimidating penis is not something

that a truly submissive person like me would ever want or desire.
✧ Loving myself and my life whenever I am wearing a comfortable cage on my tiny clitty.
✧ Jealous of the tiny clitties that submissive sissies and twinks all seem to naturally have.
✧ Wishing I could have the same small and limp and delicate cocks as the sissies and

twinks that I have always idolized and admired.
✧ Looking at pictures of small penises and wishing that I could have a delicate and

adorable clitty like that.
✧ Remembering that it is not fair that sissies and twinks get to naturally have small and

delicate and limp clitties while my own penis keeps getting big and hard and
uncomfortable at the worst possible times.

✧ Knowing that I will be sexier and more attractive once my penis is smaller and limper and
more delicate as I have always desired it to be.
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